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A map of all the shale gas extraction sites in the country, created by the U.S. Energy Information Administration and last updated in March 2010.
More information is available at www.eia.doe.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/maps/maps.htm.
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The Rise of Natural Gas
6

A graphic illustrating how hydraulic fracturing is conducted in the Marcellus Shale. Created by Al Granberg, courtesy of ProPublica. More information
available at www.propublica.org/special/hydraulic-fracturing-national. Note: This image does not depict the natural faults and fractures which can
also exist under the ground near drilling sites. If the fissures produced from drilling (see image) were to intersect with these naturally occurring
cracks in the ground, liquids or gases could migrate through the rock formations and potentially contaminate water.
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The Industry Lobby

The “Shale Gas Revolution”
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Not-So-Clean Energy

The Mad Rush to Drill

Legislators creating energy policies are increasingly concerned with fighting climate change by finding new “clean”
energy sources that can reduce national carbon emissions.
Natural gas proponents often call the fuel a “clean” energy
source because it creates fewer carbon emissions than
traditional fossil fuels when burned. For example, America’s
Natural Gas Alliance says natural gas is “twice as clean as
coal.”37 When burned, natural gas emits half as much carbon dioxide as coal and 70 percent as much as oil.38
But calling natural gas “clean” compared to the worst
carbon offenders is misleading. Natural gas, like all fossil fuels, emits carbon when burned. In fact, the fuel was
responsible for a fifth of all energy-related carbon dioxide
emissions in the United States in 2008.39
More importantly, even if the gas emits fewer carbon
emissions when the end product is burned, the production of natural gas could be just as bad as other fossil fuels
when it comes to contributing to climate change. In 2010,
Professor Robert Howarth at Cornell University conducted
a preliminary analysis that concluded the greenhouse gas
footprint of natural gas could be similar to diesel oil and
coal, and may be worse in terms of global warming.40 One
reason for this finding is that natural gas production, like all
fossil fuel industries, is an energy-intensive process. The
total carbon footprint of the fuel must include emissions
from the energy used to make wells, transport and create pipelines for the gas, treat the waste, and perform all
other processes related to drilling,41 not just the emissions
released when the fuel is burned. Also, natural gas production releases methane into the atmosphere, which is a
gas 30 times worse than carbon dioxide when it comes to
contributing to global warming.42 In 2007, the natural gas
industry released more methane than the coal industry —
and that was before the recent aggressive expansion.43
Other sources of energy are cleaner than natural gas.
ExxonMobil was told to pull a commercial off the air in
England because it made the claim that natural gas is “one
of the world’s cleanest fuels.”44 The Advertising Standards
Authority, a watchdog group, took issue with the claim because while it may be cleaner than coal and oil, the commercial also mentioned wind and solar — which certainly
emit fewer greenhouse gases.45
Further, characterizing natural gas as clean ignores all of
the other environmental and health impacts that come
along with the drilling itself. Like all fossil fuel production,
drilling for natural gas is a polluting industrial process that
consumes energy and can damage air, water, infrastructure, and people’s health and well-being.
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The Dangers of Hydraulic Fracturing

Top 20 Producers of Natural Gas
According to the Natural Gas Supply Association, an industry trade group, the top 20 natural gas producers in the
United States during the first quarter of 2010 were:

It Can Deplete Local Water

66

In

1 XTO Energy (Cross Timbers Oil)
2 Anadarko
3 Chesapeake Energy
4 BP
5 Devon Energy
6 Encana
7 ConocoPhillips
8 Chevron
9 ExxonMobil
10 Royal Dutch Shell plc
11 Williams Energy (Barrett Res.)
12 EOG Resources
13 Southwestern Energy Co.
14 Occidental
15 Apache
16 Petrohawk Energy Corporation
17 El Paso Energy
18 Newfield Exploration
19 Ultra Petroleum
20 Questar Corp.59
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It Can Contaminate Local Water
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It Produces Toxic Wastewater
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It Can Have Wide-Ranging Health and
Environmental Effects

Not Just Water: Air Pollution, Too
Water contamination is not the only health hazard from
natural gas drilling that has harmed people’s lives. The
industry also brings air pollution.
Residents near the Barnett Shale, where much natural gas
drilling has already happened, have seen the effects of
air pollution. For example, the small town of Dish Texas is
located near 11 natural gas compression stations in the
Barnett Shale area. The mayor, hearing complaints from
residents, brought their concerns about smell, noise and
health problems to state legislators, to no avail. Residents
even complained of headaches and blackouts and reported neurological defects and blindness in horses.133
The town hired a private environmental consultant, who
found that air samples contained high levels neurotoxins and carcinogens.134 The Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) also found toxins in the air
near wells in the Barnett Shale gas field. Benzene, a chemical that can cause immune disorders and cancer, was
found at levels of 500 to 1,000 parts per billion — more
than five times higher than the TCEQ’s limit.135 Privately
funded tests found that air samples also included large
quantities of carbon disulfide, which can cause neurological problems.136
Another study showed that natural gas production creates
smog-forming compounds and greenhouse gas emissions.
It found that the natural gas and oil industry in the Barnett
Shale area created more smog-forming emissions than the
motor vehicles in the same area, with greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to two 750 MW coal-fired power plants.137
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Government failures

The “Halliburton Loophole”
One of the ways that the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) protects water under the Safe Drinking Water
Act is through its Underground Injection Control (UIC)
program, which creates regulations for how to safely place
liquids underground through injection wells.144
Prior to 1997, the EPA had decided not to regulate hydraulic fracturing through its UIC program. However, when the
Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation (LEAF) sued
EPA, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the
hydraulic fracturing of coals in Alabama should be regulated by the EPA’s UIC program under the authority of the
Safe Drinking Water Act.145
In 2005, the Energy Policy Act changed the section of the
Safe Drinking Water Act that gives EPA authority to run
its UIC program to specify that hydraulic fracturing does
not qualify as “underground injection”146 — despite the
fact that the process involves shooting large quantities of
liquids into the ground. This specifically removed hydraulic
fracturing from EPA regulation of underground injection.
This exemption has been dubbed the “Halliburton loophole” because of the role that the company Halliburton
appears to have played in its passage.147 Halliburton has
long been a proponent of hydraulic fracturing. The company says that it “performed the first commercial application of hydraulic fracturing” in 1949 and “has always led
the industry in developing and applying new fracturing
technology.”148 Former Vice President Dick Cheney served
as the CEO of Halliburton from 1995 to 2000, and critics
accused him of keeping financial ties to the company while
he was in office.149 In his role as vice president, he served
as chairman of an energy task force, the National Energy
Policy Development Group, which outlined a new national
energy policy in a report titled, “Reliable, Affordable and
Environmentally Sound Energy for America’s Future.”150 In
the process of leading this task force, Cheney held many
secret meetings with the heads of energy companies.151
So it was not surprising to see an exemption for hydraulic
fracturing show up in legislation after Vice President and
his task force recommended it. According to ProPublica,
the exemption was pushed through without hearings by
the Republican majority in Congress, and passed as part
of the Energy Policy Act of 2005.152

Local and State Activism

The exemption from the Safe Drinking Water Act is only
one of many exemptions from federal rules that the energy
industry enjoys. (See box entitled Exemptions from other
regulations on page 10 for more information).
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Exemptions from Other Federal
Regulations
The Safe Drinking Water Act was not the only law designed to protect public water that was circumvented
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005. The Energy Policy Act
also changed the Clean Water Act to broaden oil and gas
industry exemptions from needing permits for stormwater
discharges.153

161

The industry enjoys a wide range of other federal exemptions as well. One analysis found that the oil and gas
industry escapes regulations through loopholes in the
Safe Drinking Water Act; Clean Water Act; Clean Air Act;
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act; Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act; National Environmental Policy Act and Toxic Release
Inventory under the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act.154

Our Next Disaster?
Some human health hazards from natural gas drilling
are even more immediately obvious than air and water
pollution. In June 2010 in West Virginia, seven workers
were burned when a well exploded.167 That same week in
Pennsylvania, a well exploded, blasting flames and spewing 35,000 gallons of wastewater.168
With technical and safety failures in the offshore drilling
rigs in the gulf at the forefront of the media’s attention,
these recent events have some media outlets questioning
whether natural gas is really a safe alternative to offshore
drilling. It turns out the culprit in the Pennsylvania explosion was a malfunctioning “blowout preventer” — the
same piece of faulty equipment that failed to prevent the
BP oil spill.169
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